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Dear Editor,
We thank Kajiwara et al. for their interest in our work [1]

and for their comments [2].
We agree with Kajiwara et al. that it is of great importance

to focus on simple interventions that can easily be provided to
the caregivers; this is in the interest of both the busy health
care professionals and the often very burdened caregivers who
may not have the energy to engage in complex interventions.

In our experience, face-to-face interventions are preferable,
but we also agree that delivering an intervention via telephone
is worth considering as a supplement if this is the most practical
way to ensure that the caregivers receive given the intervention.

As Kajiwara et al. highlight, we conducted a short-term
study [1], and we agree that it is possible that there could be
effects of the intervention on anxiety and depression that
would only be revealed by a long-term follow-up. This could
be interesting to investigate in future studies.

Even though we have developed and tested our intervention
among caregivers of cancer patients only, the intervention may
also have positive effects in other groups of caregivers, e.g.,
among caregivers of people with dementia. An investigation
of this should start out by evaluating the intervention in quali-
tative studies in these groups to ensure that the content of the
intervention is relevant. It is possible that some of the 14 ques-
tions are not relevant or that important questions are lacking.
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